Research Area
inexpensively, the development of prototypes evaluating the use of LTCs tends to be both cost and time intensive. An easier and more efficient way of creating those prototypes is desirable. One technique that has been used to test applications involving LTCs is Wizard of Oz (WOZ). In a WOZ experiment a human wizard mimics some of the functionality of a system. Since the technical requirements for such a prototype can be reduced to a minimum, this technique is particularly useful for early stage evaluations and therefore can be seen as a good candidate for addressing the lack of low-fidelity prototyping methods supporting the use of LTCs. An important difference between prototyping GUI based applications and conducting a WOZ experiment is, however, that the latter depends on the actions of the human wizard. Whereas with GUI commands a specific system behavior can be defined in advance by referring to concrete events like mouse-clicks and keyboard-entries, with language technology this clear binding is missing. Here the interaction rather depends on the way a user's input is interpreted. In a WOZ experiment the wizard is responsible for this highly demanding cognitive task [5] . Supporting this role with a usable wizard interface seems therefore crucial.
While several wizard interfaces have been built to date (e.g. [4] , [2] , [3] and [1] ), most of them were designed with specific experiments in mind. The more general issue of understanding the task of the wizard, in order to develop a generic WOZ interface that can be used across different experiments and settings, has remained largely unexplored. The goal of this research is therefore to create a WOZ prototyping framework that aims at a template-based generation of wizard and client interfaces for different application scenarios. Besides providing an environment that offers an easy way of prototyping LTC-based software it is further an important goal of this work to understand and optimally support the task of the wizard.
Research Questions
Based on the stated goals the following research questions arise:
• What is the design space for applications using LTCs and for which of those scenarios can WOZ realistically be used as a low-fidelity prototyping method? • What are the various aspects of the wizard task and especially what kind of problems does a wizard need to deal with when designing and running an experiment? • Can the function of the wizard be supported and if yes what features can be implemented into a WOZ prototyping framework that would disburden this task?
Research Hypothesis
The main hypothesis for this research is that by providing an optimal interface for the wizard the complexity of the wizard task can be reduced and that this improvement would increase the wizard's overall performance in terms of consistency and machine-like behavior. It is furthermore assumed that it is possible to structure and classify WOZ experiments, and that this helps to build a software framework, which allows for a somewhat generic creation of wizard and client interfaces.
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Research Methodology
In order to fully understand and optimally support the design and conduct of WOZ experiments a User-Centered Design (UCD) methodology is followed. UCD encompasses the following steps that iteratively lead through the planning, design and development of a new product:
• Specify the context of use: This first stage of UCD focuses on identifying the people who will use the future product, the conditions under which it will be used and the reason why it is used. For the proposed research this contextual information will on the one hand be drawn from analyzing the literature, and on the other hand be obtained through talking to wizards and observing their actions.
• Specify requirements: Based on the context of use the second stage of UCD defines requirements that need to be met for the product to be successful. Requirements can be separated into business requirements e.g. the functionality of the product and user requirements e.g. the usability of the product. In the case of WOZ the basic requirements will be derived from existing WOZ tools. Additional aspects will materialize whilst talking to wizards and analyzing their demands.
• Create design solutions: After defining the product requirements, different possible design solutions should be implemented. With the WOZ framework it is planned to employ various prototyping methods that reach from basic sketches on paper to more elaborate functional designs based on web technologies.
• Evaluate designs: As with most product development processes the evaluation phase is crucial for the quality of the product. Testing the different design solutions with actual users ensures appropriateness and applicability of the design and fosters its usability. In order to evaluate the different aspects of the proposed WOZ framework small user studies with different wizards, as well as longer lasting studies that look at the performance of a single wizard over time, are planned.
Research Plan
Up to this point all of the above mentioned steps have undergone at least one iteration. The context of use was explored through testing and comparing existing prototyping products. A literature review highlighted several application scenarios and helped to define concrete requirements for a WOZ prototyping framework. Finally, a first prototype was developed and evaluated. Valuable results were produced and published in two conference papers (cf. [6] and [7] ). In order to further proceed with the research the following steps were identified:
• Run several WOZ experiments in different experimental settings in order to understand the task of the wizard and find common problem patterns.
• Address these problems and define a modular wizard interface that optimally supports the wizard and allows for the testing of different application scenarios.
• Find a configurable software architecture that on the one hand supports the creation of wizard and client interfaces and on the other hand allows for a flexible integration of LTCs.
• Design and implement a WOZ prototyping framework based on the defined software architecture and evaluate its quality of supporting the wizard task.
• Evaluate the process of creating wizard and client interfaces for specific application scenarios and the efficiency of preparing, conducting and analyzing WOZ experiments. Finally, evaluate the diversity of application scenarios that are supported i.e. the amount of scenarios for which the framework can be used.
Expected Research Contribution
This research focuses on WOZ from the perspective of prototyping LTC-based software applications. As such it involves the analysis and comparison of existing prototyping tools, looks at their usability and assesses their support for different LTCs. A second aspect of the research looks more specifically at WOZ experiments in order to investigate the task of the wizard and the challenges a person in this role is facing. By doing so the goal is to identify supportive factors to be implemented in a novel WOZ framework that allows for prototyping, testing and evaluating software applications, which employ different kinds of LTCs. In summary the overall contribution of the anticipated research outcome is to expand the body of knowledge on WOZ prototyping, specifically on the challenges of planning, designing and running WOZ studies, and to use this insight to create an application framework that offers an easy way of building WOZ prototypes that make use of different LTCs. Sub-contributions include the definition of a categorization model for WOZ experiments, the identification and classification of problems influencing a wizards performance, and a software architecture that allows for the flexible combination of differ LTCs.
